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Need to Diversify the Economy and Promote Local Employment  

Employment 

Long term employment is important not just seasonal.  

Give the RNLI lifeguards longer seasons on local key beaches.   

Your list of current employment does not include the large number of people working in the public 

sector.   

I am strongly against all new housing developments there is far too much traffic already.  Also where 

are the jobs for all these people? 

Increase amount of jobs and wages. 

If the proposed 250 home development gets the go-ahead ... is there work available for all the in-

comers? I doubt it. 

Youngsters do not have any chance of full time employment so can't afford shared ownership, 

affordable for sale or market value housing. 

There also should be less planning passed for knocking down buildings and replacing with an over 

developed site that is way beyond the means of those who live and work in St Ives, where wages do 

not match the house prices. 

Youngsters do not have any chance of full time employment so can't afford shared ownership, 

affordable for sale or market value housing. 

Its all very well building more homes. However if there are not enough all year jobs and leisure 

facilities the town will lose its heart and be a sea of houses. Balance is the key. The swimming pool 

should have been located at RFC. Multi complex sports ground with car park café children’s play 

area. This will create jobs too. 

Employment for local people. Good employment, not just shops and hotels . Something with a 

qualification so people can aspire to a career. This would then support the town in the lean years. 

Get the balance of shops right. Not too many tourist ones as opposed to those for local people. 

Finding a solutions to problem of keeping St Ives as a wonderful environment to live in, finding 

employment opportunities for the people who live here and providing a great experience for the 

people who visit the area every year to enjoy the combination of the unique combination of built 

and natural environment, industrial and artist heritage and outstanding land and seascape. 

Creation of opportunities for employment of local people  

More jobs.  

Real job opportunities. 

Bring work back into the town to keep people working all year & not rely on the tourist trade. 



To improve the lives and work of the residents of St Ives (and to protect and develop wildlife). 

Try to stem the tide of young people leaving never to return. 

To sustain employment there should be a balance between tourism creating employment and that of 

other businesses. Any way to create opportunities to develop some industry should be considered. 

There may be some green areas sacrificed and this should be done in a sympathetic manner. 

Local employment generation. 

 

Diversify for Resilience 

To encourage a healthier mix of businesses in St Ives – how?   

Maintaining a vibrant community. 

The economy should be resilient and not dependent upon on one industry. 

(For my children to grow up in a safe, green environment where they have plenty of space & places 

of interest to keep them happy & healthy). For them to be able to find local college spaces & local 

jobs & affordable place to live. 

Develop economy by evolving area for local people to work and live. The tourist industry plays an 

important role, but it should be a part of our society, and not be the whole of it. 

Local town for local people with tourists as an industry not as the only ones considered. 

 

Balance tourism with other economic activities 

Not everything should be about tourism. The needs and community should come first of the people 

who actually live in St Ives. The only real jobs are seasonal tourism jobs, the heart and soul of St Ives 

has been ripped out.   

Facilities should not be improved for tourists. Remember there are locals that live here as well.   

When I first moved to St Ives (fourteen years ago) I could get all I needed in the town – now I have to 

go elsewhere for craft making items etc. and underwear. We need tourists OK – but what about the 

needs of the locals – we don’t all have a car!  

You have to have a good product offering in other words local is not enough, it has to combine with 

tourism as a lot of locals never come into town. You have to be able to shop and pick up without 

thinking of a parking fine.   

Redress the balance between development and provision to support the local population in living 

and working in their own area - the alternative is that the town will not be able to support a 

permanent workforce and will become purely 'tourist'. 

This beautiful place risks being lost to the tourist industry, chain stores and thoughtless, money 

driven developments both in town and at sea (dredging in St Ives Bay for example). Planning 

decisions should put the interests of local people and people who live here all year round higher on 

their agendas. 



St Ives is called the 'jewel in the crown' of Cornwall & maintaining its character is our duty to future 

generations.  We welcome visitors to share this but the residents make the town real & should not 

be neglected & dismissed.  We provide the services & facilities to the visitors, which is why they 

return year after year. 

We need to ensure no more development such as opposite Porthminster Hotel, which is an eyesore 

& dangerous to road sight lines, can never happen again.  We need to ensure delivery, pick-up & 

drop-off points there are used for that, policing the double yellow lines vigorously, by camera if 

necessary.  Commercial profit has subsumed all else.  The town will be worse than Newquay if we 

allow this to continue. 

Development is obviously an on-going need but it has to be balanced with the need to protect the 

traditional appeal of the town.  Economy drives everything ... without trading evolution the town will 

die. 

If no action is taken to sort out the shortage of social housing the young people will have no option 

but to leave the area because there is no hope of ever being able to afford the so-called affordable 

homes.  Without young people to keep our main industry, tourism, going the town will become run 

down, the tourists won't come & the town will die!!!   There are a few people & businesses in this 

town making a lot of money but not putting anything back!  Wake up before it's too late & provide 

homes for local people who work in the town!!! 

Everything in the area appears centred on the visitors to St Ives - it should be the other way round 

with visitors enabling the resident community. 

Finding the right balance between the holiday trade and the workforce, in the form of restricting 

development, improving the quality of facilities and training locals in skills that offer real job security 

Not everything should revolve around tourism. I look around when I walk my dog and see sad areas 

that need Tlc just for the locals. We pay so much for services but standards of general tidiness in 

communal out of town areas is dropping. 

Getting the balance right between the needs of the local communities & the needs of tourists. 

Very concerned about proposals at Carbis Bay beach - I would hate to see the beach taken over by a 

massive leisure activity centre, Carbis Bay beach is enjoyed as a beach by many locals and 

holidaymakers alike.  We need to encourage this aspect of our town.  Any further plans along these 

lines will turn St Ives into another Newquay. 

Attitude of visitors is reflected in the verbal abuse & attitude towards the locals!   

Cap visitor numbers, It they double in 5 years with most properties holiday lets & Tates extension - 

what will the town become. we have seen a noticeable increase in the last 2 years. Getting tight for 

space. 

Be less complacent about tourism and be far more imaginative about what the area has to offer in a 

way that would sustain a vibrant local economy. 

Strong control of future development. The more the town loses its character the less attractive it will 

be to tourists. Tourism is the lifeblood of the town's economy 

Retain St Ives character - a small gem attracting millions of visitors. Make sure a balance of houses 

for locals/visitors is maintained. 



To keep St Ives a unique place to live & to have as a tourist attraction. 

 

Second Homes/Holiday Lets 

Reducing the number of holiday and second homes to ensure a full society, not a ghost town. 

Downlong to go back to a residents’ community and not a holiday village. No more overdevelopment 

in the town. 

Roads, infrastructure and a more balanced community. The tipping point in relation to second 

homes/lets has been reached. The 'community' is being lost. 

Restrict 2nd homes & holiday flats which already oversupply the market. 

Managing the relentless development of "self-catering" apartments leading to over-supply and 

competition by pricing - the Newquay syndrome 

Greatly limiting development just for second homes and holiday makers 

Stop excessive 2nd home and especially holiday let conversions of residential property 

Stopping the spread of 2nd homes/ holiday lets. 

Stop more second homes, restricting properties used for second homes. Encourage Estate agents to 

try reducing the second homes. 

Stop demolishing family homes and hotels to build more flats. Convert existing buildings if necessary 

but Cornwall Council planning need to protect what we have left or tourism will suffer. 

Stop any building including buy-to-lets in the town. 

Instead of ‘allowing’ more apartments to be built for second homes and tourists, ensure either new 

ones built for practical use (i.e. fishmongers, electrical, furnishing, butchers – everyday living items 

for locals) or that space is allocated within new build apartments for such.   

Stop development of inappropriate buy to let apartment blocks. 

A review conducted into the effects on community cohesion of high levels of second home and 

holiday home units 

To reduce second home ownership and encourage people to actually live and work in the town. This 

in turn should encourage the provision of useful local shops and stop the tide of generic shops that 

are appearing. 

My wish would be to see downalong revert to the vibrant community it was before second homes 

and holiday homes. 

There is no need for any further 2nd homes or holiday lets which just stand empty for most of the 

year.  NO MORE! 

The number of 2nd, 3rd & 4th homes should be limited & fast. It would be unnecessary to build if 

everyone had ONE residence.  There are dozens of empty properties in the conservation / 

Downalong area of St Ives for weeks / months at a time. 



The holiday trade is essential for survival but second homes do not support local economy to the 

same value as permanent homes 

Reduce second home ownership and return St Ives to more of a community/local town. 

(Social housing as none of the recent so called 'affordable housing' is that). Affordable to the local 

community but being bought up as second homes & holiday lets 

Give priority to residents NOT holidaymakers/2nd homeowners/ There are too many empty houses 

in 'Winter' ie October-March. 

To stop town turning into one large holiday camp by limiting second and holiday homes. 

We are being taken over by holiday homes, unaffordable houses for our young people, therefore out 

of season we become a miserable ghost town. Some estate agents are not helping by encouraging 

second home owners or rebuilding. Too many places recently built are still on the market 2 or 3 

years later. Locals are anonymous or just forgotten during the season, yet should have a voice. 

Make sure a balance of houses for locals/visitors is maintained. 

Free up some holiday flats - housing for single people. 

 

Stop the ‘Profit before People’ Mentality  

Developers are trying to force their money making schemes in. 

 ‘Development’ is mentioned throughout this survey. It is high time development ceased to mean 

putting maximum money into the pockets of the minimum number of people. That is not 

development. It is greedy, narrow, and retrograde and runs absolutely counter to the needs of the 

people who live here. 

I fear that St Ives character and future is being allowed to slip into the hands of developers that 

profit is more important than people to some of the individuals who influence the planning of our 

town. Along with many others I have attended meetings, written letters etc. in order to express 

concern about the loss of St Ives heritage only to be ignored. I pray that Neighbourhood Plans will 

give local people a voice that will be heard and listened to. I am not against all development or all 

modern buildings but some sites like the Malakoff and its formally open view should be protected 

for the aesthetic or community value like the Age Concern building. A bus trip to Hayle is no 

compensation for the loss of the latter. Some of our granite buildings ,still graceful after 100+ years 

have been replaced by cheap looking constructions that are already turning into slums e.g. the 

streaky appearance of the flats on Fernlea Terrace. When the developers have turned 80% of St Ives 

Housing into holiday flats where will local families go. St Ives will be a ghost town in the winter and 

indistinguishable from a thousand other resorts in season. 

To get more control over get rich quick builders & control the amount of building that is currently 

out of control. 

Stop the roller-coaster of over-building and 'get rich quick' mentality. 

Somehow tackle the problem of greedy developers ruining the look & feel of the area. 



Stop the over-development of the town & surroundings, there's too much greed & local views are 

often over-rode. 

Stop the building of any more flats are only there as holiday lets NOT for locals - a cash cow of rates 

for the council. What does St Ives see from all the extra money? 

Stem the flow of flats & apartments that are being constructed. These are clearly targeted at second 

home owners. 

To keep the developers out. 

To give more money and attention to halt the development in Carbis Bay. St Ives gets almost all of 

the financial provision given by Cornwall Council and then there is almost nothing left for Carbis Bay, 

Lelant, Hayle etc. Why is that? Well there is more 'shopping' in St Ives. i.e. more money for those 

Councillors having an interest in giving permission for housing development and the types of 

businesses opening in St Ives. 

What is happening to the lovely irreplaceable granite houses & hotels on Trelyon?  Why are they 

being replaced by generic white boxes which would be found anywhere?  Why is short term greed 

allowed to destroy a landscape unique to our town & much cherished by local people.  Planning is 

the most urgent issue. 

Macarthy and Stone development next to Tesco only met the needs of Macarthy and Stone, not the 

local retired community.  

Putting focus on wellbeing of the residents rather than attracting business from the fleeting visits of 

well-heeled holiday makers. Their money appears to be reinvested in business interests. Does St Ives 

exist for the residents of to send money to out of county interests? 

Sainsburys – how did that happen? Someone got rich on that, we never needed it. 

  

Managed Tourism  

Facilities and Aesthetics 

Beaches 

To ensure the beaches maintain blue flag standards. 

 Keep the coast free of building and junky shops. 

The beaches - making it a priority to cleanliness  

All beach areas as they do bring money through visitors to the area 

Harbour 

Enhancing the tourist environment – it is pretty good at the moment. Important thing is to preserve 

that which attracts people. The harbour area must not be allowed to go ‘downhill’. Loud music that 

pervades the area must be controlled and likewise rowdy behaviour.   

Remove beggars + itinerant traders from harbour front totally. 

Maintaining the harbour area in good order keeping our beaches and sea clean 



Downlong 

I would like all  the 'Cottage Boutique' and 'Aspect' signs removed from the cottages in Downlong.  It 

is making the area look like a holiday camp.  Such advertising is not necessary.  If all agents did this, it 

would be a mess.  Holiday makers are good for the community coffers but not good for the 

habitation of our town.  Downlong is barren for months of the year.  I feel I am being FORCED OUT! 

St Ives and the local area depends on tourism and the jobs that surround that working 

housekeeping, holiday management and changeovers. Making St Ives hard for vehicles to get 

through makes recruiting staff very difficult, they can’t walk through town with heavy laundry bags, 

cleaning kits, vacs etc. 

Stop it becoming a theme park.  

 

Toilets 

Creating decent clean toilets and facilities for holiday makers 

To have an integrated plan for pedestrian and tourist visitors with first class toilet facilities for 

visitors 

Suggest take examples of how to promote for tourists from abroad, e.g. clean attended toilets!  

Improve all facilities for the disabled as well, most important. 

St Ives hosts THOUSANDS of visitors.  They are treated to Disgusting bins Dirty toilets  Congested 

roads Dirty streets. 

To have an integrated plan for pedestrian and tourist visitors with first class toilet facilities for 

visitors. 

General 

It should be remembered how much of the economy of the area depends on tourism. The area has 

to be clean and visually appealing. Much of this has been lost as the planters, hanging baskets etc 

are no longer there during the summer. Bringing plants on from seed is not expensive and 

community service people could be used as is the case elsewhere. 

All these artists!! And very expensive studios that few can afford.  And no art materials shop to ‘feed’ 

these artists. Too many signs in the area. 

This survey is a good idea.  I am too old to see many changes.  I love St Ives as it is.  I just do not want 

it to be commercialised any more than it is.  People come here to enjoy the 'quaint old Cornish 

town'.  Making it more like Blackpool will drive them away. 

Pedestrianisation of areas for more alfresco dining. 

To create a beautiful environment for visitors to enjoy St Ives, without costing them so much to park 

that they never want to return. 

Everything needs a boost/updating/restoring. The holiday industry is the life-blood of St. Ives and I 

feel it is taken for granted that people will come 

Do not kill the goose that lays the golden egg. 



If some way could be found to discourage local businesses from attempting to overcharge visitors, 

particularly in the holiday season.  They are killing the goose which lays the golden egg. 

How does the Tate get the benefit of our town and offers little to locals? The beauty of St Ives is 

being absolutely ruined, I would certainly not holiday here. Everything is so expensive, it seems a 

very greedy town. 

Making the Town attractive to tourists, nurturing the remaining fishing industry, refurbishing and 

revitalising old buildings and street fixtures and fittings (signage), Restricting traffic at peak season, 

keep streets clean of litter and dog mess. 

To maintain the unique character of the St. Ives area. That's what visitors come here to enjoy. 

Provision for tourism. 

Being aware of fact we need visitors to come and to take away with them the very best impression 

they could have of our very beautiful town and its people. 

To minimise the over development of "wet weather" entertainment areas in St Ives, greater thought 

needs to be placed on growing facilities within the Hayle harbour development & Loggans Moor 

retail park. New cinema, bowling alley & similar. St Ives needs to retain its historic culture in art & 

also the origins of it's fishing industry. This will aid tourism in my view 

Preparing infrastructure for tourism 

Local businesses supporting planting for Britain in Bloom (Hayle & Penzance can do it better!) 

Beautiful beaches BUT In poor weather theres not much to do, no shelter on the harbour, no 

sheltered transport along the harbour, So:1. Clean the place up; 2. Develop INDOOR facilities, 

the Island Centre? Guildhall?; 3. Make holidaymakers feel welcome 

 

Attract more visitors, with more money 

Need to encourage tourism to make it sustainable, i.e. 40,000 people in August, but 5000 people 

every month. Therefore need to widen the appeal.  

Holiday lets are business that bring economic value to the area. 

St Ives to be ‘smartened up’ and marketed as a culture/heritage site 

Start a St Ives biennale to involve all galleries and using marquees on car park spaces in Downlong 

and beach huts. 

St Ives needs an up-market hotel to attract wealthy visitors. 

St Ives is very expensive.  Improve what we have for a / to a top quality resort - relaxing & upmarket 

- a quality experience - more continental (but not Spanish).  St Ives is at saturation point during 

summer holidays - expand the season.   

Smarten up the harbour area - it is a tourist attraction 

Maintaining arts and tourism at high quality 

Upgrade tourism, it's our biggest industry and job provider 



Development of the harbour into a marina with moorings, cafes and boat repairs and building. 

Whilst not St Ives itself the Dynamite Quay area and Hayle Harbour could be used to attract pleasure 

craft and water sports. The old divers shop and Jewsons detract from this area of major potential. 

Careful development of this area could be done in modern buildings that allow modern tourism as 

well as traditional in other areas. 

More attention to prolonging the season. 

St Ives is very expensive. Improve what we have for a top quality resort, relaxing and upmarket – a 

quality experience. More continental, not Spanish! St Ives is at saturation point during school 

summer holidays – expand the season. No more takeaways, reduce the amount of over-noisy craft 

such as jet-skis, banana boats, tearing around St Ives bay, noise which makes it more like a building 

site.  

 

 

Second Homes/Holiday Lets bring vital money into the town 

We are one of the dreaded second home owners, so do not feel it appropriate to complete this form 

inside. We do though pay council tax and bring thousands of pounds to the local economy. We ‘live’ 

in St Ives for around 2-3 months a year. So although we are not ‘locals’ and would not pretend to be, 

think some of our views should be heard. Local traders have told us without second home owners 

trade they would not be able to open/trade in the ‘off’ season. Our only comment/suggestions is 

concerning increasing loutish drunken behaviour in the Royal Square area, especially after closing 

hours at the Western Hotel and Kettle and Wink. Thanks for reading. 

St Ives needs holiday lets because they keep the town going! 

Second home / holiday let owners have revitalised the town. 

Tourism & provision for it should not be marginalised & underestimated as a primary source of 

income as the fishing industry has declined.  Tourism provides necessary employment for hundreds 

of local tradesmen, builders, shop keepers, service providers etc. 

think it is important to maintain elements of holiday lets for tourism purposes to bring people to the 

area 

Summer visitors also create huge pressures on our emergency services, but they are St Ives 

 biggest income. 

St Ives is a holiday destination, it’s the industry that keeps the town going. I’ve seen tourist towns 

that only have a short season and the economy in recent years has destroyed these towns….they are 

ghost towns full of drug addicts and boarded up buildings. St Ives is lucky to have such an extended 

season. If holiday lets are limited then what are you going to do with all the properties that are 

currently owned as holiday lets? Its not fair to crucify the investors who’ve taken out big mortgages 

to pay for them just so they can be sold cheap to locals. The property market and prices have fallen 

anyway. Some people complain about them being empty in the winter, but I like that. Its so crowded 

and like a Cornish theme town in the summer that its nice to have it so quiet in the winter….and 

actually you’d be surprised how many of those properties are rented out occasionally during the 

quiet months. That’s in downlong/town centre….the case is probably different up the hill. 



Sustainable Tourism 

Encourage tourist businesses to offer incentives to sustainable tourists who arrive by public 

transport! 

Stopping the loss of small guest houses and B & B's. 

There could be a whole town marketing campaign based around sustainable holidays in St Ives, St 

Ives could be a national leader in this type of marketing - it needs a will! 

Stopping the loss of small guest houses and B & B's 

Stopping the loss of small guest houses and B & B's. 

Cap visitor numbers. If they double in 5 years with most properties now holiday lets and Tate 

expansion, what will the town become? We have seen a noticeable increase in the last 2 years, 

getting tight for space.  

 

Traffic 

Improving traffic situation, so that our visitors situation is improved - this is our only business 

opportunity and must be made top priority in order to conserve a future for the town - unless, of 

course, the neighbourhood plan intends to create a better chance of employment for our children's 

future.. 

Park and ride mandatory for tourism. 

Not to charge so much for car parks as killing trade in the town. 

solve traffic crisis in St Ives that aims to threaten the quaint nature of the town that people come 

miles to visit 

To bring in and enforce a comprehensive traffic management/pedestrian access scheme for the 

area. This would enable the town to develop its character as a year-round destination for visitors. 

This in turn would see a drop in the number of empty properties during the current "quiet" months. 

The increased year round footfall would benefit business in general. 

I work in tourism in St Ives & I listen to what visitors & locals say.  If not careful then the 'powers that 

be' will kill the goose that lays the golden egg!  St Ives is unique & is why so many people come here 

on holiday.  3 things to protect it:  Traffic (control);  Building (control); Parking & signage 

 

Tate 

The Tate – money is poured into this development and everyone from outside the area flocks to this 

building. I work in a shop in St Ives and hear what they say about it and how disappointing they find 

it.  Apart from an elite few, most people don’t ‘get it’, don’t see the relevance of the exhibits to St 

Ives, are distinctly underwhelmed and certainly won’t go back. It astonishes me that yet more dosh 

will be lavished on this building for an extension. Why? They don’t use what they have properly 

already. Sincerely – people I know who go regularly, go for the tea shop. Really…This building has so 

much potential to showcase the best of Cornish art but won’t get its modernist head out of its 

contemporary butt to do so and this alienates 90% of its patrons. 



No more holiday lets / second homes than there are now & stop new developments but St Ives 

needs these for its economy so do not limit.  

 

Dogs 

Banning dogs from the beaches has alienated many dog owning tourists who won’t be back next 

year (and I say this even thought I don’t particularly like dogs). 

Ban dogs off the lead from all public places 

Campaign for reducing litter on streets & beaches.  More litter bins. Enforcement of fines for 

dropping litter & dog fouling.  Clear preserve of such wardens. 

We would support a year round ban of dogs on Harbour, Porthgwidden, Porthmeor & Porthminster 

beaches. 

Dogs should be kept OFF the beaches in the summer!   

 

Need to address problems of running a business in St Ives town centre/Need greater retail 

diversity 

Business Rates 

The scheme to offer 50% business rates to all year round shops is a great idea.   

I think a 50% discount in rates for shops that provide a useful service for residents would be a very 

good idea. We have lost out fish shop, Woolworths, haberdashery, dry cleaning, opticians and watch 

repair.   

Keep business rates to a minimum, otherwise overheads much too high.  

Ordinary shop owners & artists have been priced out of the area due to very high rents - so there are 

a lot of useless hobby shops selling knick knacks.   

Make business rates affordable for the individual trader otherwise it will become like every other 

town, affordable only to the big corporate. 

Reduce business rates, support local enterprise, keep out the chains. 

 

Parking and Access (and other services) 

Big disadvantage of working in town is traffic wardens will not allow any parking, not even to unload 

heavy goods.  

Home owners and businesses are having a real problem getting tradesmen to carry out work for 

them. Some trades will not work in St Ives because of the traffic wardens.   

We have now moved from a harbour front café to one in the Gwithian area. Working in St Ives and 

providing a service to tourists was very difficult.  Deliveries, litter, disabled parking on the harbour 

front were a problem. Restricting deliveries for caterers would not work. The business rates they pay 



means they deserve a say in the service they get. Council contracts to bin services and litter cleaning 

need to be stricter, i.e. and littler should go. 

Putting up prices on car parks won’t solve the situation. It only damages local business. 

 I am not against development of homes and holiday homes. It all creates income and jobs for local 

people. It is the volume of cars that will destroy the area. 

I have a shop in St Ives (Fore Street) all deliveries from up country arrive after 5pm. 

Temporary parking facilities for trades people working. 

Street traders only in designated areas e.g. on West Pier. 

Unloading bays for general parking after 4 pm but especially on Sundays, 

 

Retail Diversity 

Independent retailer – concerns are for variety of retail for the future and ease of car parking/public 

transport.   

St Ives needs – a broader, richer range of shops in the town receiving support to stay open/help with 

rent.  

Fore Street now resembles Fowey, Padstow - big name chain stores.  Ineffectual planning is to 

blame.  Over-priced retail space has removed nearly all the local businesses except for those who 

own their own stores. 

 

Promote and Support Local Entrepreneurship  

Young People 

The facilities for young adults need vastly improving and giving them skills will do this. Put more into 

diversifying industry and less into tourism.  

Teach the children how to make industry out of protecting green spaces.   

There is little attention to modern technological development & the younger generation have a 

legitimate concern in those areas. 

 

New Enterprise Ideas 

St Ives needs – to attract cultural start-ups associated with the sea/coast/fishing/arts/heritage.   

Business development ideas – present ideas for local business development to a panel of local (to 

Cornwall) entrepreneurs who would like to invest, e.g.   

• sea-based fish farming to help re-grow the local fishing industry;   

• world class conference facility for world class speakers (hi-tech, professions etc) to attract 

audiences from UK and Europe. Fly in to Exeter and shuttle instead of Heathrow and London. 

Far more attractive venue, and all year round tourism;   



• astro-tourism – dark skies, great out of town observing locations, great things to do during 

day, local astronomy clubs e.g. Lands End observatory would get involved I’m sure = winter 

tourism.   

Existing employment – should include art. This is now a major industry for the town and one on 

which the future of the town will increasingly rely.   

See St Ives as part of the wider area of West Penwith and promote the natural resources of the area 

to create more jobs. E.g. sea power, wind power, market gardening, organic farming, mining, fish 

farming, dark skies for astronomy tourism etc. 

More provision for solar panels and wind generators on an individual and business/ community level 

to make the town energy resilient for when brown out and black outs start to occur! 

Preservation of the character of the area as a place to visit and live. Upgrading of poor 

accommodation to add value and generate wealth. 

 

Enterprise/Business Support 

St Ives is reliant upon small commercial/retail businesses. It needs to decide upon an appropriate mix 

or provision and support them. Year round, full time employment options are essential and support 

for a living wage. Perhaps a reduction in business rates for those offering a living wage?? Need to be 

very wary of relaxed rules on market/street trading, as it is it will be a threat to our current 

environment and to the great mix of small business that are here. NB many small businesses in the 

town are struggling, particularly retail!  

St Ives needs – an innovation centre of similar to attract start-up businesses that can grow here and 

employ local people.  

It would be more effective to move tax onto land and away from labour and profit. It would 

encourage entrepreneurship and work and discourage rent-seekers and land investment, resulting in 

lower land values.   

To support local businesses i.e. young ones up and coming need support and affordable outlets - 

voices to protect our town. 

 

Encourage Industries/Businesses Into St Ives  

Business Park/Hub 

Need perhaps a small business park  

Site for business park to encourage start-up companies. 

Business Park, start-up units. 

 

 

 



Knowledge/IT Based Industry 

Encourage the promotion of St Ives as a knowledge hub. Make it attractive for small technology and 

knowledge enterprises to buy homes in St Ives….this would boost the high street sales and create 

higher full time wages.   

We need to attract companies to re-locate to this great place to live and so provide more skilled and 

professional jobs. This would then help the development of a more varied set of leisure and 

voluntary activities to help manage tourism.  

Possible - computer age brings work anywhere therefore why not encourage.  Young careers here in 

suitable premises or part of multipurpose building which could also take young teenagers off streets 

& provide sports & purpose in life. 

St Ives could be like San Francisco, where people commute OUT am and IN pm. We could attract the 

younger workers and their families with well paid computer based employment/self-employment. 

Any industry could be located in Camborne/Redruth area. This would attract supporting 

employment servicing the needs of those who chose to live and work in this area. We should not 

attract the elderly (except to join their families). We know from experience that they leave their 

hearts, roots, family, friends, business contacts and more behind. Priority should be given to the 

Cornish who have had to move away from home for employment. Cornwall has led the world - 

mining and communications - in the past and can do so again.  Cornwall is a leader not a follower. 

 

Traditional Industries 

Provision of buildings for traditional industries - as long as you don’t have to build the building!! 

The area SUE2 – there could be some ‘live in’ workshops and allotments in this area. The area SUE4 – 

in this area there could be some ‘live in’ workshops, craft and art. Also allotments and an organic 

community farm. Perhaps funded by the Duchy of Cornwall. 

Have a Sunday afternoon art market on the harbour railings or somewhere else like Bayswater Road 

in London. 

To protect it from over development and to encourage small business (boat building for example) to 

be developed and long term jobs created. 

More local fishing establishments with infrastructure to process and sell. 

Provision for boatbuilding/repairs for gigs, jumbos, luggers, etc 

Encourage businesses into St Ives which will enhance what we have - historians, artists, sport 

enthusiasts, holiday makers (who do bring in money). Encourage outside money in but retain St Ives 

character (replace cobbles in pedestrian streets where necessary, keep it all looking like the picture 

postcard it is!) 

Encourage more small / medium businesses 

 

Marketing campaign for living and/or working in St Ives 

Push the benefits of living here – environment, health, low density population.  



Look at exploiting the natural resources more in the surrounding west Penwith.   

Make St Ives an employment destination not an exclusively holiday area.  

Promote St Ives as a great place to live and encourage more high skill/high tech/professional 

companies to relocate which would eventually create more of these type of jobs for local people. 

Manage tourism to be all year around so that it does not kill the local economy. So that we have 

fewer people in August but more people in other months. 

Try to entice large organisation to site their HQ in the local area in order to provide well paid jobs for 

local people 

It could attract new business and boost the area to have a major engineering project 

To encourage business people who wish to promote St Ives as a Cornish town. 

 

Focus on facilities and shops for local needs 

Shops 

There is a huge lack of basic shops and facilities in this area as there are now many families in this 

area. We badly need a petrol station in St Ives or Carbis Bay as the nearest is St Erth and Hayle, 

especially in the summer when all the visitors arrive.  

I heard a holiday maker in Tesco Carbis Bay ask if they sold towels as they forgot to pack them, they 

were told there is nowhere in St Ives, the nearest shop is Marks and Spencer to get a towel. This is 

utterly unbelievable in a tourist town! 

General everyday shops in st ives for local people. 

St Ives was a working community but is now becoming a “working for visitors” town. Too many 

second homes, too many shops catering for visitors. We have lost Woolworths and Whites and not 

have to travel to Penzance or Truro to shop for basic household goods. 

More local shops for items such as household goods 

I would like useful shops for residents and not chains that can be found in any high street. 

I think we have enough pasty and fudge shops, surf shops. Years ago you didn’t need to go out of 

town shopping, you could get everything here. People are wanting to bet back to the old ways of 

shopping that would give people jobs. 

More local shops if appropriate. 

More & more galleries & surf shops & smart yachting clothing shops make it difficult for those of us 

who ARE resident to provide ourselves with daily necessities. 

It's so important to keep St Ives traditional without the introduction of big chain shops / pubs etc.  If 

not we risk becoming another town like Penzance, a town that has lost its soul! 

You're ruining the heritage of the town - I work in a hotel & get comments all the time on how they 

expected more quirky local shops!  Stop mass profit & support the community. 

We think there are enough shops. 



Arresting infiltration of chain stores. 

If we change into any high street / town people will go elsewhere! Stop big brands, encourage 

unique/ local business. 

No further big chain shops/outlets Increased number of independent retailers/bars/restaurants. 

Otherwise St Ives will a replica of all other towns. 

Decent shops for local people. 

No more "takeaway" food places. 

Decent local shops (less large chains). 

Sort the shops out so locals can actually buy a pair of socks in their own town, and stop the place 

becoming a ghost town in the winter when the tourists have gone home. 

St Ives to have affordable shops for independent people rather than the chains of surf shops, estate  

agents etc. This would encourage people to come to St Ives all year. 

Local food shops. 

Keep good standard of shops, cafes & restaurants. 

To reduce second home ownership and encourage people to actually live and work in the town. This 

in turn should encourage the provision of useful local shops and stop the tide of generic shops that 

are appearing. 

Better shops. 

More affordable clothes shops. Limit the amount of Co-ops.  

Not encouraging multiples to come to St Ives. Try to preserve individual shops. 

A shop where things can be bought without going into Penzance, e.g. old Woolworths store. Too 

many over-inflated price small shops. 

More national chain clothes and fast food shops. 

 

Amenities and Facilities 

Chemists are few and far between. 

Need a chemist in Carbis Bay. 

Hayle car boot sale - can we please have one in St Ives - rugby club would be the ideal location. 

Only allow planning linked with car parking, access, safety issues.  Use of beaches, restaurants & 

recycling look at in depth.  Community need coming first - not tourists needs.  The town is pushing 

out people who live here.  A balance has to be found before it is too late & nobody actually LIVES 

here anymore. 

We need a petrol station. 

Open a petrol station. 



Toilets at St Ives Station. 

Increase in facilities for younger people. Stop the (one particular family) from monopolising business 

in St Ives. 

Reduce cost of living. 

Stop adding extra housing. The town can't cope as it is there isn't enough jobs/( police/ doctors/ 

dentists to cope). 

My concern with the overdevelopment of properties within St Ives from 1 family homes being 

developed into 2-3 & 3-4 holiday lettings, is that the very old infrastructure is putting a strain on the 

sewage system, mains water & drainage & that with the increased volume of visitors the system 

cannot cope. 

Economies drive high land / property prices.   Affordable housing for St Ives people can only be 

provided by building in less expensive area - Hayle etc.    

Any residential dev must include provision for small shops & public transport.  All areas must 

maintain balance of age groups therefore housing dev must reflect this. 

Sailing centre near the slipways. Redevelop sloop car park to meet the needs of sailing/water sports 

to include public toilets and short stay car parking. This is a big site not being used to its full 

advantage. 

 

Heritage 

Protection for Downlong area. Too much lost already to fast food shops & cafes with the 

accompanied street rubbish - a magnet for seagulls & vermin. 

More local fishing establishments with infrastructure to process and sell. 

Keeping St Ives traditional (NO more Wetherspoon pubs please). 

Have an agreed plan to protect Downlong and to prevent out-of-town companies and consortia. 

No more takeaways.  Reduce the amount of OVER-NOISY craft such as jet skis, banana boats, tearing 

around St Ives Bay - noise which make it more like a building site!! 

St Ives is fragile & unique & should be handled VERY CAREFULLY in order to preserve its character & 

quality for the future.   

There is something magical & special about St Ives.  We are dangerously close to losing that. 

 

 

 

  


